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It was the focus of converging routes, by all of which the
enemy could advance against it, and there was a very real
danger that by cutting the " bunds" on the Tigris and the
Euphrates the Turks could flood the desert for miles around
the city. The only effective way to deal with the situation
was to push out beyond Baghdad to occupy defensive posi-
tions on the lines of approach—positions from which the
danger-points on the " bunds " could be made secure. To
this end, General Maude ordered a forward movement.
By the end of March, after some hard fighting and at the
cost of considerable suffering from intense heat, his troops
had reached the line Sharaban—Mushaidi—Faluja.* and
were covering the lines of approach by way of the Diyala,
Tigris and Euphrates. As for the floods, the chief danger-
point in the Tigris bund was secured, but on the Euphrates
the Turks succeeded in cutting an embankment and letting
water into the huge lake,, Aqar Quf,* which lay just to the
west of Baghdad. However, owing to the facts that special
measures had been taken to guard against this contingency,
and that the floods of the spring of 1917 were abnormally
low, little damage resulted.
While the British were consolidating their hold upon
Baghdad, the Eussians were very slowly coming into the
picture. During General Maude's advance from Aziziyeh,
the Caucasus Army had been endeavouring to co-operate
with his operations by advancing southwards towards Mosul,
while General Baratov, the Turkish XIII Corps falling back
before him in north-west Persia, moved slowly forward to
join hands with the British force north of Baghdad. The
rate of progress of these movements was very uncertain be-
cause snow still lay in the mountain passes—some of the
direct routes were entirely closed—and the available means
of supply and transport was very inadequate. However, in
spite of these difficulties., and in spite of the fact that in
Bussia itself the revolution had just begun, it seemed as if
ultimately the Kussians would succeed in reaching Mosul,
and in joining hands with General Maude near Baghdad. By
the middle of March, General Baratov, with 6,300 sabres,
15,000 rifles and 48 guns was steadily advancing through
north-west Persia on Rermanshah*—the Turkish XIII Corps
(consisting of 800 sabres, 9,000 rifles and 50 guns), still re-
tiring before him. By this time, the British troops on the
* Fide Map No. 2.

